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  Public Hearing 

  The Metropolitan District 
Updated Long-Term Control Plan 

 555 Main Street  
Hartford, Connecticut 06103 

Tuesday, December 11, 2018 
 

Present: District Chairman William A. DiBella 
Commissioner Avery Buell  
Commissioner Luis Caban  
Commissioner Donald Currey  
Commissioner Gary LeBeau  
Commissioner Richard Vicino 
Scott W. Jellison, Chief Executive Officer 
John M. Zinzarella, Deputy Chief Executive Officer, Business Services 
R. Bartley Halloran, District Counsel 
Christopher R. Stone, Assistant District Counsel 
Susan Negrelli, Director of Engineering 
Tom Tyler, Manager of Water Pollution Control 
Jason Waterbury, Project Manager  
Brendan Fox, Assistant District Counsel 
John S. Mirtle, District Clerk 
Julie McLaughlin, Special Services Administrator 
Nick Salemi, Special Services Administrator 
Joseph Laliberte, CDM Smith 

 
 

PUBLIC HEARING ON UPDATED COMBINED SEWER OVERLFLOW  
LONG-TERM CONTROL PLAN 

 
Commissioner Richard Vicino, acting as moderator, called the public hearing to order at 6:01 

P.M. 
 

Susan Negrelli, Director of Engineering, delivered opening remarks and introduced Joseph 
Laliberte of CDM Smith. 

 
At the direction of the Moderator, District Clerk John Mirtle incorporated into the record the 
hearing notice published in the Hartford Courant on November 26, 2018 and December 5, 

2018 and also made available to all Town Clerk’s within The Metropolitan District’s member 
municipalities: 

 
PUBLIC NOTICE 

 
The Metropolitan District (MDC) will conduct a public hearing on the draft Update to the 2018 
Combined Sewer Overflow Long-Term Control Plan (CSO LTCP) in accordance with the  
requirements of the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (CT 
DEEP) Clean Water Fund regulations, the Connecticut General Statutes Section 7-247a and 
applicable MDC governing documents.  
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The MDC invites residents and property owners in Bloomfield, East Hartford, Hartford, 
Newington, Rocky Hill, West Hartford, Wethersfield and Windsor and any other interested 
parties, to attend the public hearing on Tuesday, December 11, 2018, at 6:00 P.M., at the 
MDC Training Center, located at 125 Maxim Road, Hartford, CT.  
 
In the event of inclement weather, a snow date has been scheduled for Wednesday, 
December 12, 2018, at 6:00 P.M. at the same location. Any cancellation notice will be posted 
on the MDC website (www.themdc.org) and anywhere school closings are listed.  
 
The CSO LTCP is the planning document for construction of sewer improvements which 
establishes the overall direction for the MDC’s Clean Water Project. This project is being 
undertaken to comply with enforcement action from both the CT DEEP related to combined 
sewer overflows and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) related to 
sanitary sewer overflows. The CSO LTCP Update of 2018 reflects changes in the overall 
program from the 2012 LTCP Update (approved by the CT DEEP in 2015).   This plan utilizes 
EPA’s Integrated Planning guidelines where the MDC proposes an updated LTCP that 
incorporates an integrated planning approach to the CWP.   Under this approach the overall 
needs for capital investment in the MDC’s water and sanitary sewer system are identified, 
analyzed and prioritized and thereafter sequenced over the long term so that higher priority 
projects, both in terms of benefits to the systems and the environment as well as affordability 
for our customers and member towns, are given priority. 
 
This public hearing will include a presentation showing the progress of the work completed to 
date, the changes since the 2012 LTCP Update, and the schedule for the remaining work to be 
completed. The purpose of the hearing is to solicit opinions from the public for consideration 
prior to finalizing the CSO LTCP before securing final approval from the CT DEEP.   
 
A copy of the CSO LTCP Update will be available for review by the general public at the Office 
of the District Clerk at MDC Headquarters, 555 Main Street, Hartford, and at Town Clerk 
offices in Hartford, West Hartford, East Hartford, Windsor, Bloomfield, Newington, 
Wethersfield, and Rocky Hill.  The report may also be accessed electronically through the 
District’s website, www.themdc.org. 
 
The deadline to submit public comments is December 13, 2018 at 6:00pm and may be 
submitted to the District Clerk via email at DistrictClerk@themdc.com or via mail at: 
 

The Metropolitan District 
555 Main Street 
Hartford, CT 06103 
Attn: District Clerk 

  
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.themdc.org/
http://www.themdc.org/
mailto:DistrictClerk@themdc.com
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PRESENTATION ON UPDATED LONG-TERM CONTROL PLAN  
 

Joseph Laliberte of CDM Smith presented the Updated Long-Term Control Plan. 
 

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 
 
Moderator, Commissioner Richard Vicino, opened the floor to any members of the public 
whom wished to speak relative to the Updated Combined Sewer Overflow Long-Term Control 
Plan .  The following members of the public appeared to be heard: 

 
David Silverstone, Independent Consumer Advocate 
John Gale, Hartford City Council  
Larry Deutsch, Hartford City Council 
Alice Charamut, Connecticut River Conservancy 
Judy Allen, West Hartford Resident  

 
The following written comments were received during the public comment period prior to the 
adjournment of the public hearing and are hereby incorporated into the record: 
 
Hello: 
 
My name is Marcia Lazowski, my husband Alan Lazowski and I live at 170 Scarborough St in 
Hartford, Ct.  My home’s easterly property boundary runs along the middle thread of the North 
Branch of the Park River (NBPR) for approx. 225 feet. The Metropolitan District Commission’s 
(MDC) Combined Storm and Sewer Overflows (CSOs) directly impact my property. My 
property is adversely impacted by the CSOs affecting the safety, human health and wellness of 
my family, as well as my enjoyment of my property. My portion of the river is regularly polluted 
by the MDC’s CSOs. The river smells of sewer and toilet waste after some overflows. It 
becomes unsanitary, odorous and terrible. 
 
I understand the MDC is seeking an extension of time from 2029 to complete closures of all 
CSOs to 2058. That’s unacceptable. We’ll all be dead and never see the benefits of the 2006 
Order if it’s extended. I express my full support for all of the points made in Bureau Chief 
Winfield’s letter dated July 28, 2017 addressed to Mr. Ellison at the MDC; attached. 
 
I OPPOSE any extensions of the MDC’s compliance. The North Branch of the Park River 
should remain a Class A waterbody. The reclassification and extensions requested by the 
MDC should not be granted. I support the DEEP’s position that the North Branch Park River 
and Wethersfield Cove both be protected from overflows, and that overflows must be 
entirely eliminated as required under Consent Order WC5434. The extensions for 
compliance with Consent Order WC5434 should be eliminated or at least shortened since 
progress by MDC has been too limited. I request that the terms of the 12-year-old Consent 
Order WC5434 be fully implemented hopefully within the next twelve (12) months. The people 
living along the NBPR have waited long enough. 
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As a resident along the river, I request the closures of the overflows from the CSOs, and 
improved water quality of the North Branch Park River, all promised under the 2006 Order, 
with no more delays.  
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To the MDC District Clerk, 
 
In addition to my letter sent earlier today, copied below, I am sending additional comments 
about the 2018 Long Term Control Plan Update. Note that these additional comments are not 
a complete review of the 2018 LTCP Update, given the limited time available for citizen review 
the document details. Nevertheless, for the record, here are supplemental recommendations: 
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Green infrastructure opportunities – There is considerable opportunity for design 
development of large scale green infrastructure features. While maintenance is a major issue, 
design is key to minimizing excessive green infrastructure maintenance – and also ensuring 
that green infrastructure features do not appear wild and weedy within the urban context. 
Rainbarrel programs, while significant are not necessarily reliable long-term strategy to reduce 
stormwater runoff. The 2010 North Branch Park River Watershed Management Plan, which 
was not even mentioned by MDC/CDM in the 2018 LTCP Update outlined a number of site 
specific green infrastructure opportunities along the North Branch Park River. Due to limited 
funding for green infrastructure initiatives, few of the project proposals have been implemented 
from the 2010 North Branch Park River Watershed Management Plan – yet a number of the 
project proposals are still relevant, and so ought to be referenced in the MDC/CDM 2018 LTCP 
Update. For example, athletic fields were recommended as a green infrastructure project type 
in the North Branch Park River Watershed Management Plan. The large, easily measured area 
underneath athletic fields, ought to be reviewed as opportunities for large volume stormwater 
storage and infiltration – especially given athletic fields could benefit from design 
improvements. Area beneath athletic fields have been utilized as large scale stormwater 
storage areas in other areas of the nation. The MDC Citizens Advisory Committe Green 
Infrastructure sub-committee, which met monthly throughout 2012, and quarterly for several 
following years, consistently recommended that MDC invest in green infrastructure strategies 
to complement conventional sewage treatment. It is refreshing that a section on green 
infrastructure is included in the 2018 LTCP Update – there are now many advanced design 
strategies from cities around the nation that ought to be incorporated into the update. 
 
Outreach and effective systemic improvements – MDC needs to explore a paradigm shift 
towards the development of new streams of revenue as well as an integrative approach to 
infrastructure planning – so all MDC stakeholders, in voting member towns, and the greater 
Hartford metropolitan area can benefit. North Branch Park River watershed is an especially 
unique opportunity to demonstrate innovation. The MDC and CT DEEP ought to consider a 
separate fund for an innovative approach to system updates for both the North Branch 
watershed and Gully Brook. 
 
Text sent previously – 
 
The 2018 Long Term Control Plan Update was released to the public on November 26th 2018. 
Thus citizens were given ~two weeks to review over 1200 pages of materials about a taxpayer 
funded project. Hopefully there will expanded debate and discussion regarding the 2018 LTCP 
Update details in 2019. Understandably, my summary comments, while not comprehensive, 
identify plan sections that need further development. 
 
1) How refreshing to see green infrastructure opportunities as well as an integrated 
planning approach included in this update! Section 10 highlights very specific stakeholders 
and project areas. The MDC ought to develop recommendations for integration of green 
infrastructure that can be implemented in planning and development projects throughout The 
District. Of the project areas reviewed for green infrastructure features, Keney Park 
Improvements (10.7.4) is especially interesting. However, surprisingly, the approach taken 
does not seem to focus on the Gully Brook watershed. Moreover, The District and area 
municipalities ought to develop a more systemic approach to planning green infrastructure 
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features in all area parks. A recent study by EPA, Green Infrastructure in Parks: A Guide to 
Collaboration, Funding, and Community Engagement” – could perhaps be helpful: 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-05/documents/gi_parksplaybook_2017-05- 
01_508.pdf 
 
2) Extension of the deadline to reduce combined sewage overflows beyond 2029, 
especially overflows into the North Branch Park River, is unacceptable. Recent flooding 
and sewage overflows into the North Branch Park River have adversely impacted property 
owners, which include K-12 schools, the campuses of University of Hartford, UConn School 
of Law and Hartford Seminary, and the parking lots of the Saint Francis Hospital medical 
community, as well as private residences. MDC needs to address water quality issues, not 
seek re-classification of the North Branch.  
 
3) Outreach – and collaboration towards comprehensive project goals need to be 
improved. Statements regarding MDC outreach (ES.7 p ES-16) evidently reflect the 
minimum requirements. I have not received any notifications from the MDC about meetings 
– or even notification that the LTCP update had been released Given that I served on the 
MDC Citizens Advisory Committee between 2004-2014 – and am actively working to 
implement green infrastructure features to improve water quality along the North Branch 
Park River – it would be appropriate and genuinely inclusive of The District to send me 
routine notifications about meetings and documents releases. MDC has made significant 
improvements to within the Park River regional watershed and the Lower Connecticut River. 
Nevertheless, due to climate change it is urgent that MDC work with Ct DEEP, citizen 
stakeholders, scientists and diverse environmental organizations to develop a genuinely 
innovative, systemic 21st century approach to managing area water resources.  
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Rickel Pelletier maryp@parkwatershed.org 
City of Hartford resident since 2000 and Founding Director of Park Watershed 
 
 
We live at 120 Scarborough Street, Hartford and our property runs to the middle of the North 
Branch of the Park river. We share the concerns that our neighbors have expressed about 
failure of the MDC to remediate the problems of sewer drains into the river. We support the 
observations as expressed by our neighbors and copied below: 
 
“We understand the MDC is seeking an extension of time from 2029 to complete closures of all 
CSOs to 2058, effectively allowing them to put the project on a decades-long hold. This would 
be unacceptable and a dereliction of the government's obligation to care for its residents' 
health and safety as well as the fragile ecosystem along the North Branch that is home to deer, 
bear, coyote, bobcat, wild turkey and dozens of other wildlife species. We express our full 
support for all of the points made in Bureau Chief Winfield’s letter dated July 28, 2017 
addressed to Mr. Ellison at the MDC (see attached). We OPPOSE any extensions of the 
MDC’s compliance and the North Branch of the Park River should absolutely remain a Class A 
waterway. The river is typically 5 feet deep and ranges from 30-50 feet wide as it runs along 
our property. The reclassification to Class B and the extensions requested by the MDC seem 
like a deliberate attempt to circumvent Consent Order WC5434. We support the DEEP’s 
position that both the North Branch Park River and Wethersfield Cove be protected from 
overflows, and that overflows must be entirely eliminated, as required under Consent Order. 
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The extensions for compliance with Consent Order WC5434 should be eliminated especially 
since progress over he past 12 years by the MDC has been so limited. We request that the 
terms of the 12-year-old Consent Order WC5434 be fully implemented within the next twelve 
(12) months. The people living in North Hartford, Blue Hills and the West End along the NBPR 
have waited long enough. We do not deserve to have our properties polluted and eroded, nor 
our yards and basements flooded. We do not live in the 1800s when it was acceptable to dump 
waste and chemicals into the "Hog River". As property owners, taxpayers and a family who 
lives on the North Branch, we respectfully request the immediate closure of the overflows from 
the MDC's CSOs, and the improved water quality of the North Branch Park River promised 
under the 2006 Consent Order, without further delay.” 
 
Sincerely, 
Michael and Gwen O’Connell 
120 Scarborough Street 
Hartford, Ct 06105 
 
 
Hello, 
I will not be back in Hartford until next week, so I will miss tonight's meeting. In lieu of 
voicing my opinion in person, I would like to voice my concern for managing the region's 
water. 
 
MDC needs to coordinate with stakeholders outside of the water sphere. One example 
Hartford should look to is London's Olympic Gardens, designed by Hargreaves Associates. 
Like in the UK, we in Connecticut have an abundance of water that needs to be managed 
properly. To effectively monitor that, I believe the area should uncover the Park River, use 
porous pavement in necessary areas, build bioswales and natural areas for birds, and utilize 
other forms of green infrastructure to help clean our water and limit the amount of runoff that 
contributes to polluted waters and flooding. Not only will this contribute to cleaner water at a 
cheaper price, but it will also help contribute to the area's revitalization. 
 
Best regards, 
Leah Beckett 
(860) 989-8587 
leahfbeckett@gmail.com 
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Hello, 
 
I am on business and will not be back in Hartford until next week, meaning I will miss tonight's 
meeting. As I can't make it, I would like to share my opinion via email. I would like to voice my 
concern for managing water. While places like California suffer from droughts and fire, 
Connecticut will be equally exposed in the future as it relates to climate change. There is a 
reason Harvard University is investing its endowment in water-rich land grabs. To effectively 
manage our waterways, and open up the possibility of uncovering the Park River, we need 
more porous pavement and other forms of green infrastructure to help clean our water and 
limit the amount of runoff that contributes to polluted waters and flooding.  
 
Best regards, 
Patrick Higgins 
 
Public Comment on the MDC CSO LTCP - Increase focus on green infrastructure to reduce 
CSO I have lived in Hartford at 8 Shultas Place for the past 13 years. I do not know where to 
begin with my comments. Since the very first week in Hartford, I have been very much aware 
of the project to separate our sewage and water system. I lived through the 3-4 years of 
disruption on my street, one of the equipment locations was at the corner of Shultas and 
Wethersfield. It was your second engineering design as the first plan in the North End of the 
City was a complete disaster. But, those residents did warn us about the nightmare we were 
about to embark on. Midnight to 6 am jackhammering just 500 ft from my front door on 
Wethersfield Ave – there wasn't a soul who slept through that. I had texts from my friends and 
neighbors all night asked what was going on. We were informed that residents on Wethersfield 
Ave were made aware of this - but you never thought about any of the multitude of side street 
residents. I am also keenly aware of your third engineering design, to vent the sewage tunnel 
under the city. You have torn up the front of Columbus Park and don't plan to fix it for years – 
our residents lost 2 tennis courts. Many locations along Maple and Franklin Ave have 10 foot 
high chain link fences around them – ugly! The very title of this project is irritating. It is just your 
4th attempt to solve your ineptitude at separating the two streams. No wonder you are asking 
for 30 more years, you have absolutely no idea what you are doing. I consider it an absolute 
waste of my precious time reviewing your engineering proposal.  
 
Donna Swarr 
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To Whom it may Concern at the MDC, 
 
Hartford (and the region) is at a loss to resolve several issues such as concentrated poverty, 
increasing income inequality, and an inability to fund critical infrastructure maintenance and 
investment. The MDC’s goal to reduce Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) is an important one, 
but the efforts would be even more impactful (and cost effective) if the plan were modeled after 
Philadelphia’s Green City, Clean Waters CSO program. Please consider making the majority 
of CSO investments into “green infrastructure” in the Hartford area. It would positively 
transform our region, and the State of CT. 
 
More thoughts on this topic - http://allfamoustogether.blogspot.com/2018/12/lets-get-wet-
greeninfrastructure-ftw.html Smart cities do not spend money once. When a city or state 
spends hundreds of millions of dollars, sometimes billions, on infrastructure, public works, or a 
social program, that investment needs to pay back doubly and triply. For example, the City of 
Philadelphia evaluated how to manage polluted combined storm sewer overflow into 
waterways. This evaluation determined that addressing the storm water at the source with 
green infrastructure was the most cost effective resolution, Green City, Clean Waters. Green 
infrastructure funding had the second benefit of needed investment in the city's aging 
transportation infrastructure and buildings. A third benefit was neighborhood "walk-to-work" 
labor force involvement in the construction projects. The fourth benefit of green infrastructure is 
the improved health and quality of life in neighborhoods with more trees and green spaces. 
When considering how to resolve the water contamination issue the city and their water utility 
thought deeply and holistically. What alternate approach was rejected in Philly? They chose 
not to excavate deep storage tunnels for combined storm water and sewage. The tunnel 
alternate would have held millions of gallons of contaminated water until it could be treated 
later when the rain stopped, putting much more water through the treatment process. The 
tunnel project would have been more expensive, and did not have any of the benefit multipliers 
that are built into green infrastructure. This was not an easy decision to evaluate, and it had to 
be approved at the national level by the US Environmental Protection Agency. "... rather than 
spending an estimated $9.6 billion on a “gray” infrastructure program of ever-larger tunnels, 
the city [Philadelphia] is investing an estimated $2.4 billion in public funds — to be augmented 
by large expenditures from the private sector — to create a citywide mosaic of green 
stormwater infrastructure." Source - Yale Environment 360 In addition to being cost effective, 
green infrastructure incorporates community engagement and education. You cannot have a 
community garden and rain barrel program without community outreach, education, and local 
management of the project. Small portions of the investment ensure that residents, children, 
and future leaders understand the opportunities they have to live in harmony while growing 
their own food and protecting public resources. This investment in human capital pays into a 
functioning civil society that gets passed down through generations. Deep storage tunnel 
projects would have left the public clueless and disconnected from their built environment. 
Instead the Hartford metro's semi-private water utility, the Metropolitan District Commission, 
has gone whole hog into the deep tunnel storage solution. The neighborhoods with 
entrenched, multi-generational poverty and crumbling infrastructure are stuck in their unhealthy 
stasis. The city will remain unable to plant enough trees to keep up with the accelerated losses 
from climate change. $280 million is sinking into a four-mile long tunnel that no one will ever 
see, except in the continuously increasing water bills across the region. The MDC's green 
infrastructure efforts have been anemic, with just $30k spent on rain barrels in 2018 without 
funding for education or installation assistance. We must learn from our neighbors in Philly and 

http://allfamoustogether.blogspot.com/2018/12/lets-get-wet-greeninfrastructure-ftw.html
http://allfamoustogether.blogspot.com/2018/12/lets-get-wet-greeninfrastructure-ftw.html
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make sure that public investments of this magnitude truly invest in the Hartford region and our 
communities.  
 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Anthony Cherolis 
Transport Hartford Coordinator 
Center for Latino Progress 
95 Park Street, 2nd Fl. 
Hartford, CT 06106 
P. 860.247.3227 x.20 
C. 860.204.2704 
 
Hello: 
 
My home is part of the Allyn Estate, which abuts the middle thread of the North Branch of the 
Park River (NBPR). The Metropolitan District Commission’s (MDC) Combined Storm and 
Sewer Overflows (CSOs) indirectly impact my property. My property is adversely impacted by 
the CSOs affecting the safety, human health and wellness of our family and neighbors, as well 
as my enjoyment of our property. The river is regularly polluted by the MDC’s CSOs. The river 
smells of sewer and toilet waste after some overflows. It becomes unsanitary, odorous and 
terrible. I understand the MDC is seeking an extension of time from 2029 to complete closures 
of all CSOs to 2058. That’s unacceptable. I express my full support for all of the points made in 
Bureau Chief Winfield’s letter dated July 28, 2017 addressed to Mr. Ellison at the MDC. I 
OPPOSE any extensions of the MDC’s compliance. The North Branch of the Park River should 
remain a Class A waterbody for all to enjoy without reservations. The reclassification and 
extensions requested by the MDC should not be granted. I support the DEEP’s position that 
the North Branch Park River and Wethersfield Cove both be protected from overflows, and that 
overflows must be entirely eliminated as required under Consent Order WC5434. Progress 
by MDC has been too limited and thus the extensions for compliance with Consent Order 
WC5434 should be eliminated or at least shortened since. I request that the terms of the 12-
year-old Consent Order WC5434 be fully implemented hopefully within the next twelve (12) 
months. The people living along the NBPR have waited long enough. As a resident along the 
river, I request the closures of the overflows from the CSOs, and improved water quality of the 
North Branch Park River, all promised under the 2006 Order, with no more delays.  
 
Sincerely, 
David M Klein 
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I was very upset to hear of the proposed delay in adhering to the aims of the clean water 
project for the Park River. Do you extend the timeline for a project that is needed for the 
safety of the public. 
 
Ann M. Ferris 
28 Goodwin Circle 
Hartford, CT 06105 
860-463-6870 
To Whom It May Concern: 
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We live at 150 Scarborough Street and our home’s easterly property boundary runs along the 
middle thread of the North Branch of the Park River (NBPR) for approx. 260 feet. The 
Metropolitan District Commission’s (MDC) Combined Storm and Sewer Overflows (CSOs) 
directly impact our property. Our portion of the river is regularly polluted by the MDC’s 
CSOs and our property is adversely impacted by the CSOs affecting the safety, human 
health and wellness of my wife, 3 children and father, as well as our ability to use our 
backyard. The river smells of sewer and toilet waste after some overflows. It becomes 
unsanitary, odorous and terrible. Trash and debris are left everywhere. The river has 
severely flooded our property 6 times since we moved here in January 2017. During and after 
the rainstorms that have become so common over the past few years, the water has risen by 
5-10  feet from its normal height, covered half of our yard, backed up our drainage and sewer 
systems and caused erosion that resulted in the loss of multiple 100+ foot trees and 5-10 feet 
of our property along the riverbank. (Please see the attached pictures.) These trees then clog 
the river, catching trash and debris from upstream, creating even more flooding and pollution. I 
have personally hiked the length of the North Branch within Hartford city limits and the situation 
is the same along the entire length.  
 
We understand the MDC is seeking an extension of time from 2029 to complete closures 
of all CSOs to 2058, effectively allowing them to put the project on a decades-long hold. 
This would be unacceptable and a dereliction of the government's obligation to care for its 
residents' health and safety as well as the fragile ecosystem along the North Branch that is 
home to deer, bear, coyote, bobcat, wild turkey and dozens of other wildlife species. We 
express our full support for all of the points made in Bureau Chief Winfield’s letter dated July 
28, 2017 addressed to Mr. Ellison at the MDC (see attached).  
 
We OPPOSE any extensions of the MDC’s compliance and the North Branch of the Park 
River should absolutely remain a Class A waterway. The river is typically 5 feet deep and 
ranges from 30-50 feet wide as it runs along our property. The reclassification to Class B and 
the extensions requested by the MDC seem like a deliberate attempt to circumvent Consent 
Order WC5434. We support the DEEP’s position that both the North Branch Park River and 
Wethersfield Cove be protected from overflows, and that overflows must be entirely 
eliminated, as required under Consent Order. The extensions for compliance with Consent 
Order WC5434 should be eliminated especially since progress over the past 12 years by the 
MDC has been so limited. We request that the terms of the 12-year-old Consent Order 
WC5434 be fully implemented within the next twelve (12) months. The people living in 
North Hartford, Blue Hills and the West End along the NBPR have waited long enough. 
We do not deserve to have our properties polluted and eroded, nor our yards and basements 
flooded. We do not live in the 1800s when it was acceptable to dump waste and chemicals into 
the "Hog River". As property owners, taxpayers and a family who lives on the North 
Branch, we respectfully request the immediate closure of the overflows from the MDC's 
CSOs, and the improved water quality of the North Branch Park River promised under 
the 2006 Consent Order, without further delay. 
 
Sincerely, 
David Jorgensen and Rachel Lutzker Jorgensen 
150 Scarborough St 
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Hartford, CT 06105 
To Those Concerned: 
 
I have just learned that MDC is permitted to purposely and knowingly pollute the North Branch 
of the Hog River with raw sewage. I am outraged that such a disgusting and unhealthy practice 
is allowed .... we might as well live in the favelas of Rio de Janeiro or Mexico City! The 
Goodwin Estate complex is bordered by at least 1000 feet of the Hog River to the west and 
north. Clearly, such pollution poses an enormous threat to all the Goodwin Estate residents, a 
number of whom are vulnerable small children. Do you not care that our health and our very 
lives are threatened by such a horrible practice? I urge you in the strongest possible terms to 
take whatever steps are necessary to eliminate this pollution immediately, and I certainly 
implore the powers that be to vote NO on any extension of permits to allow CSOs. We cannot 
afford to wait another forty-plus years eliminate these horrors. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
W. J. Woodin, Jr. 
58 Goodwin Circle 
Hartford, CT 06105 
860.308.2614 
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We just wanted to state in writing that we very much oppose the plan to delay Connecticut 
River cleanup from Sewage. If there were more awareness of this issue I cannot imagine 
anyone not opposing a delay. We are one of many businesses that depend on clean water. 
 
Sincerely, 
Christina & Paul Belogour, owners 
Norm’s Marina on the Connecticut in Hinsdale NH 
 
My home’s easterly property boundary runs along the middle thread of the North Branch of the 
Park River (NBPR) for approx. 225 feet. The Metropolitan District Commission’s (MDC) 
Combined Storm and Sewer Overflows (CSOs) directly impact my property. My property is 
adversely impacted by the CSOs affecting the safety, human health and wellness of my family, 
as well as my enjoyment of my property. My portion of the river is regularly polluted by the 
MDC’s CSOs. The river smells of sewer and toilet waste after some overflows. It becomes 
unsanitary, odorous and terrible. I understand the MDC is seeking an extension of time from 
2029 to complete closures of all CSOs to 2058. That’s unacceptable. We’ll all be dead and 
never see the benefits of the 2006 Order if it’s extended. I express my full support for all of the 
points made in Bureau Chief Winfield’s letter dated July 28, 2017 addressed to Mr. Ellison at 
the MDC; attached. I OPPOSE any extensions of the MDC’s compliance. The North Branch of 
the Park River should remain a Class A waterbody. The reclassification and extensions 
requested by the MDC should not be granted. I support the DEEP’s position that the North 
Branch Park River and Wethersfield Cove both be protected from overflows, and that 
overflows must be entirely eliminated as required under Consent Order WC5434. The 
extensions for compliance with Consent Order WC5434 should be eliminated or at least 
shortened since progress by MDC has been too limited. I request that the terms of the 12-year-
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old Consent Order WC5434 be fully implemented hopefully within the next twelve (12) months. 
The people living along the NBPR have waited long enough. 
 
As a resident along the river, I request the closures of the overflows from the CSOs, and 
improved water quality of  the North Branch Park River, all promised under the 2006 Order, 
with no more delays. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kenneth B. Lerman 
 
 
 
The hearing was adjourned at 7:46 P.M. 
 
 
 ATTEST: 
 
 
John S. Mirtle, Esq.                                           
District Clerk                   
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   (Excerpt from Hearing:  Public Comments Only.) 

 

  MR. STONE:  My name is Chris Stone, I’m an 

Assistance District Counsel.  I’m taking over 

for John Mirtle.  And we have a list of several 

people who have signed up to provide testimony 

or comment. 

  The first on the list is David 

Silverstone, the independent consumer advocate 

for the MDC.  And I remind everyone that we’re 

going to try to limit to 3 minutes.  Obviously 

I’m not going to interrupt you if you’re in the 

middle of a thought, so but please be patient 

with me and I’ll try to be patient with you. 

  MR. SILVERSTONE:  Thank you.  And  

Commissioner, good evening. 

  As was stated earlier we’ve had the plan 

since for the last couple of weeks so my 

comments this evening are going to be 

preliminary and rather broad-brushed until I’ve 

had a chance to spend a little more time with 

the plan. 

  Let me state at the outset that I 

appreciate the gravity of the environmental 

issues at play here.  I think there are other 
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people who will focus on that.  I want to focus 

on the economic issues related to this plan and 

to the previous long-term control plan and 

especially the economic impact on customers. 

  While there was some talk of the need for 

capital improvements to the water system most 

of the focus by that presentation was on the 

sewer system.  I think it’s critical that we 

look at the sewer and water capital needs 

together. 

  The vast majority of customers are both 

sewer customers and water customers.  They look 

upon the bill as one entity and they might call 

it the water bill but it’s really the water and 

sewer bill.  So just like we don’t separate our 

electric bill into the portion of the bill that 

went to lights and the portion that went to the 

oven or the gas heating bill that went to the 

heat versus the hot water, we really need to 

look at the -- particularly with regard to 

affordability with regard to both water and 

sewer. 

  There’s been discussion this evening about 

the need for sewer infrastructure improvements. 

There is talk in the integrated plan of the 
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need for water capital improvements as well.  

Let me spend a little time on that.  But both 

of those systems, both the water system and the 

sewer infrastructure system need significant 

capital improvements without regard to the 

long-term control plan. 

  We can talk about how we got here, whether 

we spent enough money in years past, whether 

it’s just natural evolution of a water and 

sewer system that saw explosive growth in the 

‘50s, but nevertheless here we are.  And these 

capital improvements to both the water and the 

sewer side, as was mentioned earlier, really 

have several purposes.  They obviously provide 

water and sewer service on a 24/7 basis; 

promote water conservation, eliminating leaks, 

eliminating broken pipes, reduce the I&I 

problem that was discussed at significant 

length which currently overwhelms the treatment 

plant on rainy days. 

  I just want to emphasize one number just 

as by way of example.  As the chart showed 

earlier West Hartford, which is just one of the 

towns, happens to be the one I live in but just 

one, dry day, 8 million gallons sewage to the 
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treatment plant; wet day, 64 million gallons.  

That’s a factor of 8.  So obviously we have to 

do something to reduce that I&I problem. 

  And again, as mentioned earlier, we need 

to reduce the amount we spend, some would say 

waste in a sense, on O&M on emergency repairs.  

There’s nothing worse or more expensive than 

fixing a water pipe or a sewer pipe on 

Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.  It’s not good 

for employees, it’s not good for customers, not 

good for the bottom line.  So we’ve got to 

address these infrastructure problems if we’re 

going to eliminate those kinds of events. 

  If our goal is to reduce the overall 

adverse economic environmental impacts we need 

to implement the long-term control plan on an 

integrated basis with these water and sewer 

infrastructure capital improvements, and I want 

to emphasize water and sewer.  

  I do have to say though that even with the 

integrated plan and the savings that will 

result from that, and even with the 40-year 

time arising the plan exceeds the ability of 

customers to pay.  I don’t think it’s any more 

complicated than that.  It’s projecting 4 
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percent annual increase in sewer rates, 5.6 

annual increase in water rates over a 20-year 

period.  Those numbers are not sustainable. 

  We are not in a situation where we have 

cost of living increases at anything near that 

level nor anything near that level projected.  

So those kinds of increases and, you know, over 

20 years of 4 percent increase essentially 

doubles the bill. 

  I have to say that those numbers which I 

took out of Volume 3, even those numbers I 

think are understated.  Let me just give you a 

couple of quick examples.   

  The chart in Volume 3, page -- Section 5, 

page 9, attempts to calculate the projected 

residential burden from the sewer activity and 

it translates, it tries to translate the ad 

valorem impact on individual residential units.  

It does not mention the customer, the sewer 

customer service charge which as of January 1 

we know as of last night, last night’s action, 

will increase to $72 a year.   

  The methodology used to calculate the 

residential portion of the ad valorem seems to 

ignore this customer service charge.  Hence the 
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total burden as stated in that calculation 

understates the burden on residential customers 

by on the order of 13 percent in year one.  

That’s not an insignificant number.  So that 

just -- I’m not really being critical in the 

sense that that’s, you know, in the whole scope 

of what’s going on $72 a year might not sound 

like much, but I think it understates the 

burden. 

  Further, the median household income 

benchmark is terribly misleading and I 

recognize that that’s accepted by various 

regulatory agencies.  We live in an incredibly 

disparate region.  So when you figure median 

household income the impact on people on large 

portions of the population throughout the 

region but particularly in Hartford and 

probably East Hartford is very significant and 

is well beyond any kind of ability to pay, 

again when you consider water and sewer. 

  If the entire MDC service area were 

Hartford and East Hartford and we were looking 

at the kinds of burdens and the median 

household income in those two communities it is 

unlikely that any reasonable person would 
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consider that that was an affordable amount to 

pay over these 20 or 40-year periods.  So I 

think there’s a serious affordability issue. 

  MR. STONE:  (Unintelligible.)   

  MR. SILVERSTONE:  Sure.  Getting to the 

end.   

    I also want to mention that this isn’t 

just a residential problem.  Businesses, large 

and small will also be adversely and 

substantially impacted.  Those businesses 

subject to the sewer user charge, for example, 

large apartment complexes, large condo 

complexes and undoubtedly others, are going to 

realize a very significant increase.  Those 

customers, for example, just between 2018 and 

2019 are going to see an increase of over 30 

percent in the sewer user charge going from 

3.37 to 4.64 per CCF.  I don’t know that that 

was calculated in the calculations given.   

    So I think it’s not just a burden on 

residential but it’s also a burden on 

businesses.   

  And lastly let me just make this comment, 

apart from the foregoing there appears to be an 

effort to shift the cost from the ad valorem 
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charge to individual bills by the customer -- 

by the CWP charge.  There seems to be an 

underlying assumption that whether the 

customers pay through the ad valorem or pay the 

CWP charge on their individual bill, that 

there’s really no difference.  Let me suggest 

to you that’s not a reasonable assumption. 

  In addition to very obvious things -- 

  MR. STONE:  David, let’s wrap up. 

  MR. SILVERSTONE:  I’m trying. 

  In addition to very obvious things like 

collection costs, the need for working capital 

and so on, probably most importantly is the 

incidents of the tax is not the same as 

individual bills.   

  So I think there are serious issues that 

need to be addressed.  We do have to accept the 

integrated plan -- 

  MR. STONE:  Excuse me, Councilor?  You’re 

on the list.  Do you want to -- 

  FEMALE SPEAKER:  (Unintelligible.) 

  MR. STONE:  Okay.  Fair enough.  Thank 

you. 

  MR. SILVERSTONE:  We do have to address 

this affordability issue. 
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  MR. STONE:  Thank you very much, David. 

  MR. SILVERSTONE:  Thank you. 

  MR. STONE:  Councilor John Gale. 

  COUNCILOR GALE:  Thank you very much and 

thank you for the presentation.  John Gale from 

the Hartford City Council. 

  Couple of comments this evening.  First, 

let me thank the MDC as a fisherman and a 

boater and a bather.  I’ve witnessed the 

dramatic improvements during my lifetime to the 

Connecticut River and to Long Island Sound and 

I’m terribly grateful for all of that and happy 

to see that we’re continuing to improve that. 

  One of the things that certainly annoyed 

me the most with the sewer separation project 

was the fact that we saw so much of the dollars 

or at least I saw what seemed like so much of 

the dollars being paid to contractors that were 

not from central Connecticut.  And so one of 

the things that I would like to see the MDC 

look at is the ability to incorporate community 

benefits -- I’ll use that term -- to try to get 

more of the dollars that are spent.  I’ve heard 

some very large dollars thrown around here 

tonight.  3.1 billion I think. 
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  Now, I understand we may not have a local 

contractor who can did a tunnel but we 

certainly have local contractors who can dig 

sewers in the streets and do this type of 

repair work.  I also understand that some of 

our dollars coming from the federal and the 

state government may prohibit us from doing 

that but the ad valorem it strikes me is at 

least half of the cost of this throughout on 

all of the different scenarios that you’ve 

shown us.  And the ad valorem is being raised 

from the towns and so I would think that the 

towns could all get together and agree, the 8 

member towns, that they want a community 

benefit. 

  So I would strongly encourage the MDC and 

I’m certainly not going to be the only one to 

mention that, that you rally the towns to 

create a community benefits agreement that 

somehow helps us spend the money within our 8 

towns and put it back into our community. 

  I also want to mention the use of green 

technology.  It’s been touched on in little 

bits.  87 rain barrels I don’t think is really 

a significant approach to green technology.  
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From the presentation it appears that the 

inflow problem is substantial and I would 

encourage the MDC to continue to look at ways 

to encourage the homeowner not to discharge 

their water, not to discharge water into the 

sewer system.  Whatever it is, combined or 

separated, it would appear that long term there 

is tremendous benefits from just getting the 

water out of the system completely and getting 

it back into the ground where it was originally 

going to fall. 

  The last two things I want to mention are 

just I’ve listened to this presentation 

tonight.  I had the benefit of a separate 

presentation.  I had the opportunity to ask a 

lot of questions.  I feel like I’m fairly 

knowledgeable but I still think there could be 

better explanations for why a larger treatment 

plant wouldn’t have done the job.  You know, 

there’s lots of options, you’ve built a holding 

tank to hold more water, you’ve talked about 

sewer separation so that we don’t get as much 

stormwater needing to be treated, but we 

haven’t really talked about a third alternative 

which is just simply building a bigger plant to 
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deal with all of this water.  I know you 

mentioned it but I just say a better 

explanation as to why that’s not a reasonable 

alternative. 

  And the last thing is I’m still -- I heard 

cost savings by going to a 40-year plan.  I saw 

graphs that showed a reduction in expenses if 

we did a 40-year plan, and yet at the end the 

40-year plan cost me more.  So I’m sure there’s 

a reasonable explanation.  I’m just encouraging 

you to do a little bit better in presenting 

that because I’m still not understanding it 

despite all the times that you’ve tried.  Maybe 

it’s just me being dense but thank you. 

  MR. STONE:  Thank you, Councilor. 

  Alicea Charamut. 

  MS. CHARAMUT:  Can you hear me?  I can’t 

bend over.   

  Alicea Charamut, Connecticut River 

Conservancy.  I reside at 56 Francis Avenue in 

Newington.   

  And I want to say first of all that I 

appreciate that in the 15 years since the Clean 

Water Project was initiated that we have 

reduced the volume of sewage by half.  This is 
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wonderful and I appreciate that it has gone at 

such a fast pace. 

  However, we can’t come to a screeching 

halt.  Right now as it stands and this is I 

think a lot of -- the environmental benefits 

have been downplayed in a lot of the 

presentations that have been given.  And with 

the pace that the MDC has been going at which 

has been great and we’ve seen the benefits, I 

myself, I am an angler, I’m a rower, I’m a 

paddler.  I’m on the Connecticut River, you 

know, an enviable amount of time during field 

season, so I very much appreciate that.  But we 

can’t slow down to the pace that is being 

proposed. 

  The second thing I’d like to address is 

that the last number I have is that $430 

million in Clean Water Fund grants.  Grants, 

money that the MDC does not have to pay back 

for CSO reduction has been given to the MDC by 

the state through Clean Water Funds.   

  Now, that number is higher because I have 

an old number.  I’m expecting, I think it’s 

probably more like $500 million.   

  Now the proposal to try to have sewer 
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rehabilitation considered for Clean Water Funds 

or to try to apply for Clean Water Funds for 

sewer rehabilitation projects is going to 

reduce that piece of the pie significantly.  I 

guaranty it.  And that money, the Clean Water 

Fund money was set up so that all of the 

stakeholders are sharing the cost of this, not 

just member towns, not just ratepayers, because 

people who make their living on Long Island 

Sound benefit from this project.  People in 

downstream communities benefit from this 

project and they don’t pay into it directly 

like we do.  That’s what the Clean Water Funds 

are for; not to support work that communities 

should have been doing all along.  

  And how the Clean Water Fund works is that 

communities that have CSO work, they submit 

projects and the projects are ranked.  If the 

projects do not directly relate to CSO work 

they will be ranked -- they won’t be ranked as 

high.  Right now MDC gets the lion’s share of 

Clean Water Fund grant money.  That is not 

going to continue if they try to have sewer 

rehabilitation projects considered for the 

Clean Water Funds.  And I think that’s a very 
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dangerous prospect to be presenting as a cost 

reduction in this plan.  Thank you. 

  MR. STONE:  Thank you very much. 

  Judy Allen. 

  MS. ALLEN:  I’m Judy Allen from West 

Hartford.  And while I’m a member of Save Our 

Water Connecticut, these comments are my own.  

Save Our Water will be submitting written 

comments. 

  For over a year I have listened to 

information presented to Commissioners in 

anticipation of submitting this required 

updated long-term control plan.  What has 

evolved concerns me greatly.  My understanding 

of an updated plan is that it should contain a 

description of progress made toward meeting 

goals of the consent order, a description of 

the work still to be done, a proposal for how 

the work will be done and when.  It should also 

include financial information. 

  When looking at your last updated plan 

these elements appear to be included and 

presented in a way that those elements can be 

identified, and it’s under 250 pages. 

  But this plan’s description of goals met, 
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those to be accomplished, how the goals will be 

met and when are all mixed together with an 

assessment of the separate needs of the general 

sewer infrastructure.   

  In this draft it’s not possible to clearly 

see the elements needed to meet the 

requirements of an updated long-term control 

plan.  This draft was developed backwards.  

Financial needs were identified for both the 

Clean Water Project and ongoing sewer capital 

improvement projects, then the length of time 

needed to meet those needs was determined and 

only after that were the requirements of the 

consent order plugged in.  This draft would 

extend the completion of required projects out 

another 40 years from a public and 

environmental health standpoint that’s 

unacceptable. 

  I have no objection to an integrated plan 

that provides financial relief to customers as 

long as it complies with the intent of the 

consent order, but this plan does not do that.  

Clearly you anticipated problems with this 

draft as evidenced by the enormous efforts to 

sell it to member towns by stressing only 
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financial benefits.   

  As an MDC customer, a ratepayer, this 

makes me angry.  The time and money spent on 

this plan rather than what is required comes 

out of my pocket.  I don’t believe DEEP will or 

should accept this submission.  Stakeholder 

involvement by environmental groups, customers 

and member towns was absent during the 

development of this draft.  What’s been 

presented is public involvement after the 

development of the draft. 

  I expect that going forward you will 

involve stakeholders in developing both a long-

term control plan and an integrated plan that 

are acceptable.  Thank you. 

  MR. STONE:  Thank you, Judy. 

  Larry Deutsch. 

  COUNCILOR DEUTSCH:  If you don’t mind, I 

try to make it a practice of not turning my 

back on an audience and we try to address both 

at the same time whenever we can. 

  I’ll try to get to one of the aspects I 

don’t think has really been mentioned very much 

and that is -- and then I guess there are some 

others and maybe I’ll skip the last.  One of 
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them is seeing the Clean Water Project whether 

it be for sewer separation or emphasizing 

tunnels as a Public Works project, to seeking 

the whole effort as projects have been seen 

historically as Public Works projects which 

support local employment. 

  Now, Councilwoman Bermudez would have 

referred to that and she far more articulate 

than I, Councilman Gale has done so, the 

comment has been that the contractors have 

largely not been within the city or within the 

region and subsequently the creation of jobs in 

the locality involved in this project has been 

small.  The anecdotal comment is of Hartford 

residents, whether in the North End or the 

South End, that the people working on our 

streets don’t look like us.  So I might as well 

relate that and say that it may relate also to 

affordability for charges on Hartford residents 

if indeed they have good jobs through this 

project. 

  So that has been suggested and I would 

like to emphasize, and then to ask as a 

question and this is the question that I think 

you’re seeking and I would very much like a 
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written reply.  What exactly will be the 

renewed effort to encourage and gain local 

employment through training and then employment 

ongoing throughout the length of the project so 

that the same observations don’t continue to be 

made for the next 11 or 40 years?  

  And as an example when Balthazar was a 

major contractor people commented on that.  The 

Commissioners must know that, and I must as a 

voter’s representative emphasized that, that 

they are not getting the jobs.  And so that I 

think is one major comment.  It’s seen in the 

data as MWBE, minority women employment and so 

on. 

  And when you mention the smaller 

contracts, this is very interesting and 

hopefully praiseworthy that among those smaller 

contracts many will go to local firms and if 

they need training in technology then perhaps 

it should be given.  Again, with the increase 

in jobs you would think that the rates might be 

more, somewhat more affordable. 

  So that’s the first and to me the most 

crucial comment in this context. 

  The next one is people ask in the same way 
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that the City of Hartford and West Haven and 

some others are being monitored by the 

Municipal Accountability Control Board, we all 

know that MDC is also technically a 

municipality and the question raised is exactly 

who monitors, oversees and audits the MDC 

itself in terms of the efficiency of these 

contracts, the opportunity for local 

employment, the actual success beyond the goals 

and what are called the good faith efforts. 

  MR. STONE:  (Unintelligible.) 

  MR. DEUTSCH:  Well, I’m coming to it yes, 

of course. 

  MR. STONE:  Thank you. 

  MR. DEUTCH:  So that therefore the 

question and I do ask as a question is exactly 

who is charged with monitoring and oversight of 

the MDC itself, and then oversight of the 

monitors so that the public --  

   UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  (Unintelligible.) 

    COUNCILOR DEUTSCH:  Good.  So the public 

is assured that that’s being done. 

  My next question is a simple one I’ve 

raised before, is many people find that the 

benefit of the sewer separation project, the 
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reduction on the CSO, accrues not so much to 

them directly in Hartford but to the downriver 

towns, Old Saybrook, Essex and some others that 

raise that question now and then and it seems 

that it’s sluffed off as if it’s waste.  But on 

the other hand how can the City of Hartford or 

the 8 member towns benefit from real 

contributions from downriver towns, let alone 

the whole state?  And we also haven’t mentioned 

grants from the federal government which of 

course Congressman Larson and all of our 

congressional representatives might support. 

  And I think the last thing -- 

  MR. STONE:  Thank you very much, 

Councilor. 

  COUNCILOR DEUTCH:  The last question is we 

see how we’ve been handed -- 

  MR. STONE:  Councilor -- 

  COUNCILOR DEUTSCH:  Yeah, I understand.  

We see what we’ve been handed advocacy for this 

position in terms of an upcoming referendum and 

I’d just like to ask the question what is the 

legality of a municipality taking a certain 

position when a referendum is upcoming and 

distributing a card that asks for support yes 
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on that referendum as opposed to a neutral 

position after presenting all the data. 

  MR. STONE:  Thank you, Councilor. 

  COUNCILOR DEUTSCH:  So we’d like answers 

to those questions. 

  MR. STONE:  Thank you, Councilor.   

  COUNCILOR DEUTSCH:  Thank you.  I look 

forward to seeing them. 

  MR. STONE:  We look forward to answering 

your questions. 

  COUNCILOR DEUTSCH:  Good.  Thank you. 

  MR. STONE:  David Keys. 

  MR. KEYS:  I think I’m going to pass. 

  MR. STONE:  Okay, David.  All right.  

Thanks. 

  That is all of the sign-ups for speaking 

tonight.  Is there anyone else in the audience 

that would like to say anything? 

  Seeing none, I’ll turn it back over to the 

Chairman, Commissioner Vicino. 

  COMMISSIONER VICINO:  Thank you very much 

for joining us tonight and participating.  We 

have until Thursday, December 13th for any 

further written comments at -- what’s the 

timeline? 
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  UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  6:00 p.m. 

  COMMISSIONER VICINO:  6:00 p.m.  That 

would be directed to the MDC.  And I think 

nothing else in order we’ll have an adjourn.  

Thank you very much again. 

  (Proceedings concluded.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




